
The�

tortoise-catcher�
 

 Mr. Silver loved Alfie, her tortoise, which she kept in the balcony.  
She raised him on cabbage leaves and made him a small wooden house 
filled with hay, to have a cosy place where to hibernate in winter.  
However it seemed that Alfie was not growing heavier. 
 
 Mr. Hoppy, her unmarried neighbour, was secretly in love with her.  
Being a very, very shy man, had never found the courage to show her his 
feelings.  This time, however, he had devised a plan how to win the 
admiration of his lover.  He had told her that if she repeated the magic 
formula he gave her, Alfie would start growing at an amazing rate.  The 
rest was up to him. 
 

 “Feed them cabbage leaves,” the pet-shop owner told him.  “That’s 

all they need.  And a bowl of water.” 

 When he had finished, Mr. Hoppy, in his enthusiasm, had bought no 

less than one hundred and forty tortoises.  He carried them home in 

baskets, ten or fifteen at a time.  He had to make a lot of trips and he 

was quite exhausted at the end of it all, but it was worth it.  Boy, was it 

worth it!  And what an amazing sight his living-room was when they were 

all in his flat together!  The floor was swarming with tortoises of 

different sizes, some walking slowly about and exploring, some munching 

cabbage leaves, others 

drinking water from a big 

shallow dish.  They made 

just the faintest rustling 

sound as they moved over 

the canvas sheet he had 

spread on the floor not, 

but that was all.  Mr. 

Hoppy had to pick his way 

carefully on his toes 

between this moving sea 

of brown shells whenever 

he walked across the 

room.  But enough of 

that.  He must get on 



with the job. 

 Before retiring, Mr. Hoppy had been a mechanic in a bus-garage.  

And now he went back to his old place of work and asked his mates if he 

might use his old bench for an hour or two. 

 What he had to do now was to make something that would reach 

down from his balcony to Mrs Silver’s balcony and pick up a tortoise.  Her 

balcony was situated exactly beneath his and was jutting further out than 

his.  This was not difficult for a mechanic like him. 

 First he made two metal claws 

or fingers, and these he attached to 

the end of a long metal tube.  He ran 

two stiff wires down inside the tube 

and connected them to the metal 

claws in such a way that when you 

pulled the wires, the claws closed, 

and when you pushed them, the claws 

opened.  The wires were joined to a 

handle at the other end of the tube.  

It was all very simple. 

 Mr. Hoppy was ready to begin. 

 Mrs. Silver had a part-time 

job.  She worked from noon until five 

o’clock every weekday afternoon in a 

shop that sold newspapers and 

sweets.  That made things a lot 

easier for Mr. Hoppy. 

 So on that first exciting 

afternoon, after he had made sure 

that Mrs. Silver had gone to work, 

Mr. Hoppy went out on to his balcony 

armed with his long metal pole.  He 

called this his tortoise-catcher.  He 

leaned over the balcony railings and lowered the pole down on to Mrs. 

Silver’s balcony below.  Alfie was basking in the pale sunlight over to one 

side. 

 “Hello Alfie,” Mr. Hoppy said.  “You are about to go for a little 

ride.”  He wiggled the tortoise catcher till it was right above Alfie.  He 

pushed the hand-lever so that the claws opened wide.  Then he lowered 

the two claws neatly over Alfie’s shell and pulled the lever.  The claws 

closed tightly over the shell like two fingers of a hand.  He hauled Alfie 

up on to his own balcony.  It was easy. 



 Mr. Hoppy weighed Alfie on his own kitchen scales.  Then, holding 

Alfie in one hand, he picked his way carefully through his huge collection 

of tortoises to find one that first of all had the same colour shell as 

Alfie’s and secondly weighed exactly sixty grams more. 

 Sixty grams is not much.  It is less than a smallish hen’s egg weighs.  

But you see, the important thing in Mr Hoppy’s plan was to make sure that 

the new tortoise was bigger than Alfie, but only a tiny bit bigger. 

 He did this once every week. 
an extract from Roald Dahl’s Esio Trot 

 

Underline the correct answer 

 

1.  Mr. Hoppy was (married, widower, single). 

2.  Mr. Hoppy was (a timid, an outgoing, a cruel) man. 

3.  Alfie hibernated when the weather was (hot, cold, neither hot nor    

cold). 

4.  Mr. Hoppy swapped the tortoises (daily, weekly, monthly). 

  

Now answer the following questions using full sentences. 

 

5.  From where did Mr. Hoppy get the tortoises? 

6.  What suggestion was Mr. Hoppy given by the pet-shop owner? 

7.  Why was it easy for him to make the tortoise-catcher himself? 

8.  Where did he do his invention? 

9.   Mrs. Hoppy had a part-time job.  Why did this make things a lot 

easier for Mr. Hoppy? 

10. What was Alfie doing just before Mr. Hoppy caught him? 

 

Say whether these sentences are True or False, giving a reason for your 

answer. 

 

11. The tortoises made a lot of noise in Mr. Hoppy’s flat. ______ 

12. Mr. Hoppy was an ingenious person. _____ 

 

13. Find words in the passage meaning the same as: 

a)  apartment 

b)  stopping from going to work 

 

14. Now give the neaning of the following words, as used in the passage: 

c)  shallow  

d)  hauled 


